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Can we get the opportunity to export the page and it's the kids. Export space is useful, but often you would like to export a subset of space, and that's a pain. If the export page was able to export this kids, in the same interface as export space, it would be a great time to save. Brothers and Sisters should be CONF-832 You can export
fusion space in a variety of formats, giving you a backup and/or version that you can access without logging into Confluence. Enter Confluence and view the space you want to export. In the bottom left corner of the browser window, click Space tools and then select Content Tools. Click Export. Choose your preferred export format. HTML
will allow you to view the space as a static web page. The XML format can be reimmigrated to Confluence. THE PDF creates a single document with all the content from your space. Click on. You will be presented with options related to the export format that you have chosen. Follow the hinter-on screen to complete the export process.
Wednesday, July 8, 2020 - 10:56amFaculty, IT professionals, Staff Page 2 You can export the fusion space in a variety of formats, giving you backup and/or versions you can access without logging into the Merger. Enter Confluence and view the space you want to export. In the bottom left corner of the browser window, click Space tools
and then select Content Tools. Click Export. Choose your preferred export format. HTML will allow you to view the space as a static web page. The XML format can be reimmigrated to Confluence. THE PDF creates a single document with all the content from your space. Click on. You will be presented with options related to the export
format that you have chosen. Follow the hinter-on screen to complete the export process. Wednesday, July 8, 2020 - 10:56amFaculty, IT professionals, staff You can also choose to export individual pages to the .doc file, which can be opened in Microsoft Word.If you have permission to view the page in Confluence, you will be able to
export it in this way; Go to the page and select the tools to export to Word.Only published content is exported. This means that you can create Word Exports even while people are still working on the page. In addition, only the first 50 attached images will be included in the export. See the notes below for more information. Please note that
because of the format of this file, it can only be opened in Microsoft Word and is not compatible with other applications such as Open Office, Libre Office, or Google Docs. Export multiple pages to HTML, XML or PDFIf you want to export space - or pages in space - in HTML, XML or PDF, Confluence can create an ARCHIVE OF HTML or
XML on lightning, or a single downloadable PDF file. Exporting PDF is useful, for example, to create a manual to print a user out of the documentation space. The export of HTML can be used to convert the content of your site into a static website, and XML exports can be used to import your space content to another fusion space (launch
the same or later version of Confluence). To export pages to HTML, XML or PDF: Go into space and select Space's Tools from the bottom of the sidebarChoose ExportSelect or HTML, XML or PDF, and then select NextSelect Export Type:Normal Export (HTML and PDF) - to produce an HTML or PDF file containing only pages that you
have permission to view. Full Export (XML) is to create an XML file that contains all the pages in space, including those you don't have permission to view. Custom Export - if you want to export only selected pages, or if you want to exclude comments from exports. Choose whether to include page numbers (PDF only)Choose Export.When
the export process is complete, you can download the archive by lightning or PDF. What is included in the export? The following content is included in space exports. PDF exportXML exportTagPagesYesYesBlogsNoYesNoSNoCommentsNoOptionalOptionalAttachmentsImages onlyYesYesUblypable changesNoyesNoPage
numbersOptionalN/AN/ARestricted pagesand blog pagesand they remain limitedInstresent those you can viewCustomizing the appearance of the export PDFOu add the title page. You can apply Cascade Style (CSS) changes for more advanced settings. These settings are specific to each space, and these settings require permission
from the Space Administrator. For more information, see The Export PDF Notes For Export OF a PDF containing international text, see Create a PDF in the pdf-export another LanguageConfluence feature designed to handle a wide range of content, but in rare cases the PDF export process may fail due to unrecognized customization. If
this happens, the PDF export screen will show the name of the page where the problem occurred to help you diagnose the cause of the failure. Tables larger than a page, especially with images in them, can be cut off in a PDF. See Broad tables cut off in PDF exports for some of the proposed workarounds. At the Merger Data Center,
PDF exports are handled by an external process. Word Export NotesOn the first 50 images attached to the page are exported to word. This is to prevent memory errors affecting the entire Confluence site. See CONFSERVER-34211 - Get detailed information about the release of... STATUS for more information, and how you can
temporarily increase this limit with the help of system properties. Notes on THE export of HTMLIn the postal file, page attachments are placed in separate folders names in the following format: ... ... Attachments. To set html output, you need to change the merging of files-x.y.z-jar/com/atlassian/confluence/pages/Page.htmlexport.vm. To
learn how to repackage this file, see How to edit files in Confluence JAR FilesNotes on XML exportsY can only import space in the same or later version of Confluence. You can't import space in an earlier version. Team calendars are not included in XML exports. If you're exporting for backup purposes, consider another backup tool. See
product backup strategy.If you're running a Merger behind Apache HTTP Server and are facing timeout errors, please consider creating an export directly from Tomcat instead of going through Apache. This will speed up the process and prevent timeouts. See Restoring Space for Restrictions on Space Importing Space in Confluence
Server.Migrating Confluence Cloud ContentIf you move from Confluence Server to Merger Cloud, you can use Confluence Cloud Migration Assistant to migrate content and spaces. Go to the end of metadata Jump to the beginning of the merger metadata allows you to export part or all of the content, space in the lightning archive of HTML
files. This is useful if you want to convert your space into a static website. To export pages to HTML: Go to the space page, open the Review menu, and select Advanced. Click HTML Export on the left panel. This option will only be visible if you have an export permit. If you want to include comments for exported pages, select Enable
Comments checkbox. Choose the pages you want to export by selecting check boxes in the view of the display tree. All pages are selected by default. You have the option to choose everything or choose all the pages. If you choose a check-box page containing one or more pages of a child or descendant, all of these pages of the child
and the offspring will also be selected. Similarly, if you clear the cash register of such a page, all of its pages of the child and the offspring will also be cleared. This provides a convenient method of exporting sub-cribs, such as chapters or sections in the document. Click Export. This will create an archive of HTML files on lightning. When
the export process is complete, download the archive on request and remove the files to the folder. Screenshot above: Select pages to export Notes Page attachments are placed in separate folders with names in the following format: ... By default, the Space Details page is exported as index.html and displays space information as well as
a list of all available pages. See the request for the feature: CONF-14684. Related Topics Export Page Mergers and for the export of PDF PDF Pages and Spaces for XML Take Me Back to the Wiki Help Guide. Copying the desired page hierarchy (page tree) to an existing other space or new hierarchy of Space/Copy SpaceCopy pages
(page tree) to an existing other space or new hierarchy of Space/Copy SpaceCopy pages (page tree) to existing other space or new space/copy space helps users invest time in innovation by automating repetitive and operational tasks. The Copy Page Hierarchy plugin can be used for the following purposes To copy the selected page
hierarchy to another existing space (copy page attachments too) Copy the page hierarchy to a new space (Copy Space) Delete the selected page hierarchy of the Page Hierarchy in the user interface displayed according to the context. i.e. the hierarchy of the page from which the user clicks on the page copy/delete hierarchy option. While
copying the page tree, we replace the previous spaceKey with new spaceKey links and previous page links, so macros or links that use SpaceKey as a parameter point to a new space. In case any user is interested in custom space wide Find and replace, it can use our search and replace utility Plugin Atlassian privacy policy does not
apply to the use of this app. Please refer to the privacy policy provided by the app's provider. Supplier Privacy Policy This plug-in helps users invest time in innovation by automating repetitive and operational tasks. The Copy Page Hierarchy plugin can be used for the following purposes To copy the selected page hierarchy to another
existing space (copy page attachments too) Copy the page hierarchy to a new space (Copy Space) Delete the selected page hierarchy of the Page Hierarchy in the user interface displayed according to the context. i.e. the hierarchy of the page from which the user clicks on the page copy/delete hierarchy option. While copying the page
tree, we replace the previous spaceKey with new spaceKey links and previous page links, so macros or links that use SpaceKey as a parameter point to a new space. In case any user is interested in custom space wide Find and replace, it can use our search and replace utility Plugin Atlassian privacy policy does not apply to the use of
this app. Please refer to the privacy policy, provider of this app. Supplier Privacy Policy (2) Log in to write a review There are no reviews yet. Be the first to review this app. (2) Login to write reviewit overwrites space resolution, and each user can delete the page/space. Secondly, after deleting some pages the email is sent from the
Hivestone email server, with a web link, to delete the page. Was this review useful? YesNo Hi Nedelko, We can understand the anxiety in case something does not happen in accordance with the expectation. We double-check everything at the end. A copy of the space permit, a copy of the page restrictions, page removal and notification.
Everything is working fine, except except Delete the page hierarchy option of the non-intended user is also in most cases. We regret this error. We have released a new version of the plug-in, which now checks the user's permission before deleting the page as well. We believe that these operations are critical, and the user should be
notified whether the requested operation has been successfully completed or whether there has been a specific problem (page/deletion copy, copy attachment, copy of permissions, copy of page tags). Thus, we ask for confirmation before proceeding, and we send letters with detailed information as well as verification. There is no external
communication outside the user's environment. You can overwork this with browser developer tools. If you think this model needs to change, we'd love to hear that's to produce a better solution. It's a great plug-in. Saves a lot of time by copying spaces. Without a plugin, it has always been a pain to do a copy after each document release.
Not to mention the mistakes we used to make. Thanks to a ton of developers for this wonderful plugin. If someone has a requirement to copy spaces often (and without errors), don't look any further. This is the plugin for you. Was this review useful? YesNo (2) Login to write a review There are no reviews yet. Be the first to review this app.
How does server application pricing work? Server products and apps are hosted on your servers. This app is sold as a perpetual license, and the purchase price includes 12 months of service (support and updates versions). You can extend maintenance after 12 months at 50% of the current purchase price. You can update the level of
licenses for the Atlassian product and apps at any time. Prices for the increase are calculated on the basis of the Atlassian formula (example of viewing). If app prices change after the initial purchase, there is a 60-day grandfather period during which you can resume based on old prices. How do I determine server prices? The apps you're
exposed to are based on the number of users in your Atlassian product. The level of the application must correspond to the licensed user level of the Atlassian product. For example, if you have a Confluence license for 500 users, you must purchase a 500-user level for apps. Even if fewer users want to use the app than your Atlassian
product license, two licenses must match accurately. Can I install this app in a data center product? Yes, this app has a version approved by the Data Center. If you're using a data center product, you have to install a version of the app's data center. Learn more about the center-approved processing What type of license do I need if I use
this app in a data center product? Because this app has an approved version of the Data Center, you must purchase a data center license for the app. If you already have a server license for this application, you can continue to use the server license in the data center product for a limited period of time. Learn more about Data CenterDo
licensing, which you offer academic, academic, or open source licenses for server applications? For server applications, academic licenses are available at a 50% discount if you have an academic license for your Atlassian.Community product and open source licenses are available for server applications. Learn more about open source
communities and licenses. Can I extend the free trial? For server applications, you can extend the application trial up to 5 times - in other words, for up to six months. Expand the trial by generating a new valuation license key from Atlassian Marketplace. Click Try It for free and you'll be aiming to create a new license. Insert this license key
into the UPM application list from your Atlassian product and you're all set. How do I buy apps for an outdated Jira Server or Confluence Server license? If you have an inherited Jira Server Unlimited (100 users) or Confluence Server Unlimited (2,000 users) purchased in 2012 or earlier, out-of-date app prices are no longer available. You
have two options for buying an app: Buying an app at a non-heritage Unlimited (10,000 users) level. Upgrade your Jira or Confluence license to a non-heritage license and then buy the app at the same level. Read more How Data Center app pricing works? Data Center applications are sold on an annual subscription. You are entitled to
support and update versions as long as your subscription is active. If app prices change after the initial purchase, there is a 60-day grandfather period during which you can resume based on old prices. How do I determine prices in the Data Center? The apps you're exposed to are based on the number of users in your Atlassian product.
The level of the application must correspond to the licensed user level of the Atlassian product. For example, if you have a Confluence license for 500 users, you must purchase a 500-user level for apps. Even if fewer users want to use the app than your Atlassian product license, two licenses must match accurately. Can I install this app
in a data center product? Yes, this app has a version approved by the Data Center. If you're using a data center product, you have to install a version of the app's data center. More on the app's data center-approved app, what type of license do I need if I use this app in a data center product? Because this app has an approved version of
the Data Center, you must purchase a data center license for the app. If you already have a server license for this application, you can continue to use the server license in Data center for a limited period of time. More on Data Center Licensing Do you offer academic, public or open licenses for Data Center applications? For data center
applications, academic licenses are available at a 50% discount if you have an academic license for your Atlassian.Community product and open source licenses are not available for data center applications. Learn more about open source communities and licenses. Can I extend the free trial? For Data Center applications, you can extend
the app trial to up to times - in other words, for up to six months. Expand the trial by generating a new valuation license key from Atlassian Marketplace. Click Try It for free and you'll be aiming to create a new license. Insert this license key into the UPM application list from your Atlassian product and you're all set. Hivestone provides
support for this app. Hivestone provides support for this app. Version 3.0 - Confluence Server 7.0.1 - 7.7.4 - Support 2020-02-23 Merger 7 Support and Confluence Reading Mode added to this version. See all 13 versions No additional resources. Version 3.0 - Merger Data Center 7.0.1 - 7.7.4 - Released 2020-02-23 Merger 7 Support and
Reading Mode are added to this version. See all 13 versions No additional resources. Sign in to Confluence as an administrator. Click on the drop-off administrator and select Atlassian Marketplace. Control the load screen add-on. Click Find New Apps or find new additions on the left side of the page. Find the Copy Space hierarchy with a
search. The corresponding version of the app appears in the search results. Click Try to start a new trial for free or Buy now to buy a copy Page (Copy Space) license. You are invited to enter MyAtlassian. The copy space hierarchy is starting to load. Enter your information and click the Generate License button when redirecting to
MyAtlassian.Click Apply License. If you use the old version of UPM, you can copy and paste the license into a copy of Confluence. To find old copy Page Hierarchy (Copy Space) versions that are compatible with a copy, you can view our version history page. Sign in to Confluence as an administrator. Click on the drop-off administrator
and select Atlassian Marketplace. Control the load screen add-on. Click Find New Apps or find new additions on the left side of the page. Find the Copy Space hierarchy with a search. The corresponding version of the app appears in the search results. Click Try to start a new trial for free or Buy now to buy a copy Page (Copy Space)
license. You are invited to enter MyAtlassian. The copy space hierarchy is starting to load. Enter your information and click the Generate License button when redirecting to MyAtlassian.Click Apply License. If you use the old version of UPM, you can copy and paste the license into a copy of Confluence. To find old copy Page Hierarchy
(Copy Space) versions that are compatible with a copy, you can view our version history page. downloadCount:750, name:Copy Page Hierarchy (Copy Jaisval, date:2020-09-03T13:14:39.702 , versions: versions: Version: Score:16, StoresPersonalData:false,tagLine:Copy the desired hierarchy of pages (page tree) to the existing other
space or new space /copy/copy/copy via Atlassian,toolTip:Evaluate and purchase this add-on through your MyAtlassian account.},compatibilities:[{min:{version:,buildNumber:-1},applicationName:Confluence,dataCenter:{min:{version:7.0.1,buildNumber:10807},max:{version:7.7.4,buildNumber:13053}},max:{version:,buildNumber:-
1},cloud:false}],screenshots:[{name:Easy selection of Page Hierarchy (as per Context),image:{links:[{href: rel:binary,type:image/png},{href: rel:original,type:image/png},{href: rel:high-res,type:image/png}],width:920,height:450},highlight:true},{name:Auto-suggestion for destination space and page,image:{links:[{href:
rel:binary,type:image/png},{href: rel:original,type:image/png},{href: rel :high-res,type:изображение/png, ширина:920,высота:450, выделите:true,имя:Подробный отчет об иерархии копирования/удаления Jaiswal,license:{links:[],id:commercial,name:Commercial},version:3.0,links:[{href: rel :support, href: rel:version-story-href:
rel:documentation, rel:binarystat:Public,releaseNotes: MarketAgreementAccepted:false,pluginSystemVersion:Two,instructions:autoUpdateAllowed:false,compatibleApplications: hostingSupport:cloud:truth,server:true,dataCenter:true,theconfluence,introduction:Confluence is the perfect tool to get create stunning visual effects to explain
your ideas Whether your team is big or small, technical or Luddite, there is a Confluence supplement to get everything in support of Confluence 7,addOnType:Plugins 2},links:[{href:/rest/1.0/plugins/com.hivestone.confluence.plugins.copypagehier,rel:self},{href:/apps/1218116/copy-page-hierarchy-copy-space,rel:alternate},
{href:/plugins/com.hivestone.confluence.plugins.copypagehier/history,rel:history},{href:/rest/1.0/plugins/com.hivestone.confluence.plugins.copypagehier/reviews,rel:reviews,type:application/json},{href:/apps/1218116/copy-page-hierarchy-copy-space/version-history,rel:versions},{href: ,type:application/json},{href: overwrites the resolution
space, and each user can delete the page/space. Secondly, after deleting some pages the email is sent from the Hivestone email server, with a web link, to delete the page. stars:1,flags:ReviewFlags: tagged:false, links: rel:self, href:/apps/1218116/copy-page-hierarchy-copy-space?tab reviews ( Answer: links: rel:self, Answer: Hi Nedelko,
We can understand the anxiety in case something does not happen in accordance with the expectation. We double-check everything at the end. A copy of the space permit, a copy of the page restrictions, page removal and notification. Everything works well, except for the option to delete the hierarchy of pages for not intended user, but in
most cases. We regret this error. We have released a new version of the plug-in that now checks the user's resolution before deleting the page as well. We believe that these operations are critical, and the user should be notified whether the requested operation has been successfully completed or whether there has been a specific
problem (page/deletion copy, copy attachment, copy of permissions, copy of page tags). Thus, we ask for confirmation before proceeding, and we send letters with detailed information as well as verification. There is no external communication outside the user's environment. You can overwork this with browser developer tools. If you think
this model needs to change, we'd love to hear that's to produce a better solution. :2374368-11-12T14:01:32.431,totalVotes:1,pluginName:Copy Page Hierarchy (Copy Space),hosting:href:href:/rest/1.431 0/users/1395760,rel:self, ref:/users/1395760,rel:alternative,id:1395760,Uri picture:/avatar/844a1e51a0dbdb93b1e7d8eb2ce429bb2?
d'https%3A%2F%2Favatar-management---avatars.us-west-2.prod.public.atl-paas.net%2Finitials%2FRM-0.png Saves a lot of time on copying gaps. Without a plugin, it has always been a pain to do a copy after each document release. Not to mention the mistakes we used to make. Thanks to a ton of developers for this wonderful plugin. If
someone has a requirement copy the gaps spaces без ошибок), не смотреть дальше. Это плагин для вас. ,stars:4,flags:[],reviewFlags:[],flagged:false,links:[{href:/rest/1.0/plugins/com.hivestone.confluence.plugins.copypagehier/reviews/1395760,rel:self},{href:/apps/1218116/copy-page-hierarchy-copy-space?tab=reviews,rel:alternate},
{href:/apps/1218116/copy-page-hierarchy-copy-space?tab=overview,rel:plugin,type:text/html},{href:/rest/1.0/plugins/com.hivestone.confluence.plugins.copypagehier,rel:plugin,type:application/json}],helpfulVotes:1,id:1395760,date:2017-11-25T06:44:19.874Z,totalVotes:1,pluginName:Copy Page Hierarchy (Copy
Space),hosting:server}],numReviews:2},categories:[{links:[{href:/rest/1.0/plugins?category=Document+management,rel:self},{href:/search?category=Document+management,rel:alternate}],name:Document management},{links:[{href:/rest/1.0/plugins?category=Utilities,rel:self},{href:/search?
category=Utilities,rel:alternate}],name:Utilities}],creationDate:2017-10-24T17:26:27.401Z,media:{icons:{default:{links:[{href:/rest/1.0/plugins/com.hivestone.confluence.plugins.copypagehier/logo,rel:self},{href: ,rel:binary,type:image/png},{href: rel:original,type:image/png},{href: rel:high-res,type:image/png}],width:72,height:72},tiny:{links:
[{href:/rest/1.0/plugins/com.hivestone.confluence.plugins.copypagehier/icon,rel:self},{href: rel:binary,type:image/png},{href: rel:original,type:image/png},{href: rel:high-res,type:image/png}],width:16,height:16}},banner:{pluginKey:com.hivestone.confluence.plugins.copypagehier,pluginName:Copy Page Hierarchy (Copy is the perfect tool to
get everyone on the same page. Create stunning visuals to explain your ideas, theme merge into a thing of beauty, or take advantage of powerful tools for technical writers. Независимо от того, большая или маленькая ваша команда, техническая или луддитская, есть слияние надстройки, чтобы получить все в
синхронизации.,pluginCount:2380, ключ:слияние,ссылки: хреф:/отдых/1.0/приложения/слияние,rel:self,href:/href остальные/1.0/приложения/слияние/последний,rel:последняя версия , хреф:/аддоны/приложение/слияние,rel:альтернативный , href:/addons/app/confluence,rel:featured-plugins
Кхреф:/аддоны/приложение/слияние/трендинг,rel:самые популярные плагины , хреф:/поиск?product?product'confluencehosting-cloud,rel:ondemand-pluginsatlassianConnectSupport :облако:истинно,сервер:false,dataCenter:false,order:1,статус:ключ:Опубликовано,значение:Опубликовано, резюме:Копия плагина иерархии
страницы для Слияния может быть использована для копирования желаемой иерархии страниц в существующее или новое пространство. It can also be used to remove the desired hierarchy of pages. {name:Hivestone,email:support@hivestone.com,description:,icon:{links:[{href: rel:binary,type:image/png},{href:
rel:original,type:image/png},{href: rel:high-res,type:image/png},{href:/rest/1.0/vendors/1214547/icon,rel:self},{href:/manage/vendors/1214547/icon,rel:alternate}],width:16,height:7},users:[{name:Nancy Jaiswal,links:[{href:/rest/1.0/users/2133831,rel:self},{href:/users/2133831,rel:alternate},
{href:/rest/1.0/vendors/1214547/contacts/2133831,rel:delete-relationship}],id:2133831,pictureUri: 2dd51ef9-1a56-41e7-811e-44e9e11c3323/5d5c8cb2-89ea-40c1-b40a-69a009f26f59/128}],links:[{href:/rest/1.0/vendors/1214547,rel:self},{href:/vendors/1214547/hivestone,rel:alternate}],logo:{links:[{href: rel:binary,type:image/png},{href :
rel:original,type:image/png,width:72,height:32,id:1214547, supportOrg:name:Hivestone,details: Email:support@hivestone.com,address:noida,state:Uttar Pradesh,country:India,line1:903 Magnolia Park 2, line2:Eldeco Aamantran, Sector 119 ,cloudSecure:false,otherContactDetails:false:false, phone:918806008888888 {links:
[{href:/rest/1.0/plugins/com.hivestone.confluence.plugins.copypagehier/reviews?limit=5&amp;hosting=server,rel:self}],reviews:[{author:{name:Nedeljko Markovic,links:[{href:/rest/1.0/users/2374368,rel:self},{href: 3A09d01dff-7496-4c47-86f6-cb8d40ff7245/3e5157b8-a0d4-4861-bf2f-f37a079b4426/128,rel:avatar},
{href:/users/2374368,rel:alternate}],id:2374368,pictureUri: 09d01dff-7496-4c47-86f6-cb8d40ff7245/3e5157b8-a0d4-4861-bf2f-f37a079b4426/128},review:it overwrites the space permissions and each user is able to delete page / space. Во-вторых, после удаления некоторых страниц письмо отправляется с сервера электронной
почты Hivestone, с веб-ссылкой, удалить страницу. звезды:1,флаги:ReviewFlags: помечены:false, ссылки: хреф:/отдых/1.0/plugins/com.hivestone.confluence.plugins.copypagehier/reviews/2374368 ,rel:self , href:/apps/1218116/copy-page-hierarchy-copy-space?tab'reviews,rel:альтернативный , href:/apps/1218116/copy-page-
hierarchy-copy-copy-пространство?tab'overview,rel:plugin,тип:текст/html , хреф:/отдых/1.0/plugins/com.hivestone.confluence.plugins.copypagehier,rel:plugin,тип :app/json Voices:1, answer: links: rel:self, answer: 'lt;p'gt; Hi Nedelko, We can understand the anxiety in case something doesn't happen in accordance with expectation. We
double-check everything at the end. A copy of the space permit, a copy of the page restrictions, page removal and notification. Everything works well, except for the option to delete the hierarchy of pages for not intended user, but in most cases. We regret this error. We have released a new version of the plug-in that now checks the user's
resolution before deleting the page as well. We believe that these operations are critical, and the user should be notified whether the requested operation has been successfully completed or whether there has been a specific problem (page/deletion copy, copy attachment, copy of permissions, copy of page tags). Thus, we ask for
confirmation before proceeding, and we send letters with detailed information as well as verification. There is no external communication outside the user's environment. You can overwork this with browser developer tools. If you think this model needs to change, we'd love to hear that's to produce a better solution. :2374368:2018-11-
12T14:01:32.431,totalVotes:1,pluginName:Copy Page Hierarchy (Copy Space),hosting:server Plugin. Saves a lot of time by copying spaces. Without a plugin, it has always been a pain to do a copy after each document release. Not to mention the mistakes we used to make. Thanks to a ton of developers for this wonderful plugin. If
someone has a requirement to copy spaces often (and without errors), don't look any further. This is the plugin for you. stars:4,flags: ReviewFlags: tagged:false, links: rel:selfhref.com/apps/1218116/copy-page-hierarchy-copy-space?tab'reviews,rel:alternative, .. plugins.copypagehier,rel:plugin,type:app/json,
helpfulVotes:1,id:1395760,date:2017-11-25T06:44:19.874,totalVotes:1,pluginName Copy Page Page (copy) numReviews:2 links: false true [{href:/rest/2/addons/com.hivestone.confluence.plugins.copypagehier/pricing/server/live,rel:server},
{href:/rest/2/addons/com.hivestone.confluence.plugins.copypagehier/pricing/datacenter/live,rel:datacenter}] true true {supportType:Vendor,releaseDate:2020-02-23T16:41:45.226Z,deployment:{descriptorType:xml,permissions:[],dataCenterCompatible:true,remote:false},deployable:true,marketplaceType:{type:Paid via
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